Abstract. For stereo matching, it is hard to find accurate correspondence for saturated regions, such as too dark or too bright regions, because there is rarely reliable information to match. In this situation, conventional highdynamic range (HDR) imaging techniques combining multiple exposures for each viewpoint can be adopted to generate well-exposed stereo images. This approach is, however, time-consuming and needs much memory to store multiple exposures for each viewpoint. We propose an efficient method to generate HDR multiview images as well as corresponding accurate depth maps. First, we take a single exposure for each viewpoint with alternating exposure setting, such as short and long exposure, as functions of viewpoint changes. Then, we compute an initial depth map for each view only using neighboring images that have the same exposure. To reduce the error of the initial depth maps for the saturated regions, we adopt the fusion move algorithm fusing neighboring depth maps that have different error regions. Finally, using the enhanced depth maps, we generate artifact-free and sharp HDR images using the joint bilateral filtering and a detail-transfer technique. Experimental results show that our method produces both consistent HDR images and accurate depth maps for various indoor and outdoor multiview images.
Introduction
The range of radiance of real-world scenes is far wider than that of the brightness of images taken by typical digital cameras. 1 Hence, it is common to compress the scene radiance using a nonlinear mapping function to preserve the captured dynamic range as good as it is possible. 2, 3 This mapping function is often called the camera response function, which is applied to the irradiance value coming from the charge coupled device output of the camera. 2 The saturated regions in images usually come from the limitation of the sensors. 4 For these saturated regions, there is rarely reliable information to match. Those regions make the stereo matching problem difficult to solve. is worth noting that there are significant depth errors especially for saturated regions, whereas depth errors of wellexposed regions are relatively small. Also, the major error regions of the depth maps are different between different exposures due to different saturated regions.
In general, to recover matching information for those saturated regions, various high-dynamic range (HDR) imaging techniques have been developed by combining multiple exposure images. 1, 6 For stereo matching, we could solve the problem of the saturated regions by adopting conventional HDR techniques, which combine different exposures for every single viewpoint. This approach is, however, time-consuming and needs more memory to store multiple exposure images for each view.
In this paper, we propose an efficient method to generate HDR images as well as corresponding accurate depth maps from alternating exposure multiview images. First, we take a single exposure for each viewpoint with alternating exposure settings, such as short and long exposures, as functions of viewpoint changes. To reduce the error of depth maps for saturated regions, we devise a method to fuse neighboring depth maps taken from different exposure settings by adopting the fusion move algorithm proposed by Lempitsky et al. 7 In addition, we propose a robust HDR image generation framework that fuses neighboring images that have different exposure settings using the estimated depth maps. Our HDR imaging method is insensitive to the accuracy of the correspondences between different exposures. An example of our result for generated HDR images and depth maps from an alternating exposure sequence is shown in Figs. 1(f)-1(g) and Fig. 1(j) , respectively.
Previous Work
To generate HDR images from low-dynamic range (LDR) images, there has been extensive previous work. 1 Among them, we focus on the HDR stereo problem whose goal is to estimate both depth map and HDR stereo images from alternating exposures or multiple exposures for each view in this work.
For HDR imaging problem relying on correspondences between different exposures, there are some relevant previous works. Kang et al. 8 presented a pioneering method to generate HDR video from alternating light and dark images by estimating motion field using gradient-based optical flow and using novel HDR stitching. Troccoli et al. 9 proposed a method to infer both depth maps and HDR images from multiview, multiexposure images. They used normalized cross correlation (NCC) to directly find correspondences between different exposure stereo images. Lin and Chang 10 also proposed a stereo HDR method. They normalized the intensities of different exposure stereo images using the estimated camera response function before matching different exposures. Sun et al. 11 suggested a method to reconstruct HDR stereo images from LDR stereo images using adaptive normalized cross correlation (ANCC) 12 matching measure. Lu et al. 13 also calibrated different exposure images using the estimated camera response function before threedimensional (3-D) reconstruction and HDR texture generation. Bhat et al. 14 presented a method that enhances images or video with additional images that were taken before for the same scene. Hrabar et al. 15 presented an HDR stereo method to compute a 3-D occupancy map by merging disparity maps from multiple stereo exposure images for each frame. Bätz et al. 16 proposed an HDR reconstruction method using a stereo camera setup, which can take differently exposed left and right images. They estimated disparity maps using NCC and then reconstructed HDR images by selectively merging left and right images. Selmanovic et al. 17 also proposed a stereoscopic HDR video generation method from asymmetric HDR-LDR stereo pair. Their goal is to estimate missing HDR frames using given LDR frames and other HDR frames. They generated an HDR image from an LDR image using an expansion operator by finding a mapping between HDR and LDR for in-range regions. For out-of-range regions such as over-and under-exposed regions, they used interpolated depth values computed by sum of absolute difference. Schmidt and Li 18 proposed a method to generate an HDR stereo image from a LDR stereo image pair with different exposures. To this end, they estimated the depth map using scale-invariant feature transform 19 and graph-cuts 20 for the input LDR stereo image. Using this depth map, they created a new LDR stereo image pair that have different exposures from the original stereo image and fused them to generate an HDR stereo image. Although there are many good methods 5, [21] [22] [23] [24] for stereo correspondence problem, most of them cannot handle the matching error of saturated regions, because they assume that the input images are taken under LDR conditions.
Meanwhile, instead of matching between different exposures, some of recent works were proposed to solve the alignment between exposures by warping images based on depth maps that are estimated using multiview images with the same exposure. Keinert et al. 25 proposed an HDR imaging method by adding the "satellite" stereo camera beside the center camera, where the "satellite" stereo camera has different exposure from that of the center camera. They used the depth maps estimated from the stereo camera to warp the images of the stereo camera to the center view so that multiple exposures for the center camera can be fused. Schedl et al. 26 proposed an HDR light-field camera array that is composed of repeating camera four tuples with four different exposures. They deal with the problem of motion blur caused by movement of the cameras while fusing multiple exposures. They estimated the enhanced depth map by warping and fusing depth maps of the neighboring cameras that have different positions and exposures. By using the enhanced depth map, they estimated the point spread function (PSF) to obtain blur-free HDR images.
Alternatively, instead of directly solving the correspondence problem from different exposures, there are recent image synthesis-based HDR methods. Sen et al. 27 proposed an HDR image synthesis method that generates an HDR image that contains information from all the input exposures and is aligned to one of the input exposures. For each exposure level, they synthesize a new exposure image for the reference exposure by finding optimal patches using Generalized PatchMatch 28 from the input exposures. Kalantari et al. 29 extended the work of Ref. 27 by imposing temporal coherence between frames for generating high-quality HDR video. Meanwhile, Tsai and Chou 30 proposed a simultaneous dynamic range compression and local contrast enhancement algorithm. Saleem et al. 31 proposed a fusion-based contrast enhancement method that integrates information of multiple images to overcome the limitations of existing contrast enhancement methods. Kuk and Cho 32 proposed a novel weighted gradient domain image processing algorithm that can robustly fuse multiple exposures. An et al. 33 proposed an artifact-free exposure fusion method that is based on the probabilistic motion detection by estimating intensity mapping function between frames. Hu et al. 34 presented a method to align and produce an HDR image from misaligned multiexposure images. Their method also synthesized patches using the PatchMatch algorithm 28 for saturated regions in the reference image. In addition, Raman and Chaudhuri 35 proposed a ghost-free HDR method using the patch-based composition in the gradient domain. Shen et al. 36 proposed a new detail-preserving exposure fusion method using subband architecture based on quadrature mirror filter. Park and Park 37 proposed a new HDR imaging method combining multiple aperture images. Also, Lapray et al. 38 presented a hardware-based smart camera system for HDR video generation by automatically selecting multiple exposure times. Bhardwaj and Raman 39 proposed a novel artifact-free HDR imaging method that combines multiple images captured under various aperture and exposure settings based on sparse representation.
The goal of most of these methods is to generate HDR images from a stereo or multiview image with different exposure settings. This goal is similar to ours. However, there are several common limitations for these previous methods. First, as described above, they cannot deal with the problem of matching error for saturated regions, because they tried to directly find correspondence between different exposures using robust matching measures or intensity calibration. It is, however, hard to find accurate correspondences for severely saturated regions due to loss of information. Second, the HDR imaging performance of these methods severely relies on the accuracy of correspondence between different exposures. Contrarily, our method seldom suffers from those problems, because we optimally fuse erroneous depth maps of neighboring viewpoints to produce a more accurate one instead of directly finding correspondence between different exposures. On the other hand, the recently proposed HDR methods 27, 29, 34 produced the artifact-free results by using PatchMatch-based image synthesis method. However, their methods are based on the randomized patch-finding method 28 and still suffer from the inaccurate patch synthesis for saturated regions. In contrast, our method generates artifact-free HDR multiview images using robust filtering-based method, which is insensitive to the accuracy of the correspondences between different viewpoints.
Proposed Algorithm
In this section, we propose an efficient method for generating HDR images as well as accurate depth maps from alternating exposure multiview images. An overview of the proposed algorithm is depicted in Fig. 2 . Input multiview images are taken by alternating short and long exposures as functions of viewpoint changes as shown in Fig. 2 . Then, we compute a camera matrix for each viewpoint using the conventional structure from the motion method proposed by Zhang et al. 40 with SIFT features. 19 Next, we compute initial depth maps using only images of the same exposure viewpoints. Then, in order to enhance the initial depth maps, we fuse neighboring depth maps, which have different error regions due to their complementary property. Finally, using the enhanced depth maps, we generate consistent HDR images using the joint bilateral filtering with a filtered detail transfer technique. More detailed explanations for each part are followed.
Initial Depth Map Estimation Using Stereo
Images With the Same Exposure Setting Input stereo images I ¼ fI k jk ¼ 1; : : : ; Ng are taken by alternating long-and short-exposure settings as functions of viewpoint changes rather than taking multiple exposures for each viewpoint. Here, N is the number of total viewpoints. For example, we take pictures with short-exposure time for odd-order viewpoints, whereas long-exposure time is set for even-order viewpoints as shown in Figs. 3(a)-3(d). Then, we compute a camera matrix for each viewpoint using the conventional structure from motion algorithm 40 with SIFT features 19 thanks to its robustness to brightness changes. Next, we compute an initial disparity map similar to Ref. 5 for each view only using images with the same exposure. Note that we use terms "depth" and "disparity" interchangeably, because they have an inverse relationship. To compute k'th viewpoint disparity map f k , we define following energy function:
5,41
E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 1 ; 6 3 ; 3 5 1
where T k ¼ fk − 2; k; k þ 2g is a set of neighboring three indexes of the same exposure images around index k, andf k ¼ ff k jk ∈ T k g is a set of disparity maps corresponding to T k . The data energy E d is defined by sum of data costs of whole stereo pairs ðl; sÞ where each of them is a subset of T k with l < s, and the smoothness energy E s is the sum of smoothness costs of individual images in T k . The data cost D 0 ðf l ; f s Þ is defined by E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 2 ; 6 3 ;
where p 0 ¼ P l→s ½p; f l ðpÞ in I s is a projection point from a pixel of p in I l into I s when the disparity value of the pixel p is f l ðpÞ, and ϕð·; ·Þ is defined 5, 41 as E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 3 ; 6 3 ; 1 5 8
where ρ d ðxÞ ¼ minð0; jxj − τÞ, and in this work we set as τ ¼ 30. Note that the visibility constraint 41 is incorporated in Eq. (3) to handle occlusion.
On the other hand, the smoothness cost V 0 ðf l Þ is defined, similar to the method, 5 as E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 4 ; 3 2 6 ; 4 5 0
where E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 5 ; 3 2 6 ; 3 8 9 
E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 6 ; 3 2 6 ; 3 2 9
where λ is a weighting factor, which is set as λ ¼
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N , and ω p;q is a bilateral weight between pixel p and q. In Eq. (6), we set the standard deviations σ d and σ r as σ d ¼ 20 and σ r ¼ 4, respectively. Note that our smoothness cost V 0 is based on the method of Ref. 5, which generates the sparse graph Λ l ¼ fðp; qÞjp ∈ I l ; q ∈ ηðpÞg using the maximum spanning tree with Kruskal's algorithm. 5 This sparse graph is composed of pixel pairs ðp; qÞ where ηðpÞ is a sparse set of pixels that have high-bilateral similarity weights ω p;q in Eq. (5). Finally, the total energy in Eq. (1) is minimized using graph-cuts. For example, depth maps using only the short-exposure images have error regions marked as red rectangles, whereas those using only the long-exposure images have error regions with blue rectangles. Also, these error regions occur mainly due to saturated bright or dark regions, where one could hardly find a reliable correspondence using even robust matching measures, such as Census, 42 NCC, and ANCC. 12 These observations lead us to devise a method for fusing neighboring depth maps that are obtained from different exposure settings in order to enhance the initial erroneous depth maps. The proposed depth map fusion method is described in the following section.
Depth Map Fusion Using Fusion Move
In order to improve the accuracy of the initial depth maps, we propose a method to combine depth maps estimated from different viewpoints with different exposure settings. To efficiently combine them, we adopt the fusion move algorithm, 7 which optimally selects a depth value for each pixel. For the input of fusion move, we use the initial depth map of the current viewpoint (labeled as "0") and the warped initial depth map (labeled as "1") from neighbor viewpoint, which have different exposure setting into the current viewpoint. Figure 4 shows an example of the image and the depth map warped from neighbor k þ 1'th view into current k'th view. Let I k and f kþ1 is similarly defined. For the warped images and depth maps, some black pixels in Fig. 4 indicate the occluded regions.
The objective of this section is to estimate the optimal disparity map f þ that is represented as E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 7 ; 6 3 ; 2 8 where Z is a normalization factor, and P k→s ½p; f k ðpÞ means the projection point from a pixel of p in I k into I s when the depth value of the pixel p is f k ðpÞ. Also, S b is a set of indexes of neighborhood images that is defined by S b ¼ fk − ð2n þ 1Þ;:::;k − 1;k þ 1;:::;k þ ð2n þ 1Þg if b ¼ 0, and S b ¼ fk − ð2n þ 2Þ; : : : ; k − 2; k þ 2; : : : ; k þ ð2n þ 2Þg if b ¼ 1, where we set n ¼ 2 in this work. The well-exposedness cost wðzÞ is defined by E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 1 0 ; 3 2 6 ; 3 0 8
Note that our data cost in Eq. (9) is composed of two terms. The first term measures the average intensity difference between corresponding pixels. This term is based on the assumption that more accurate depth value tends to produce smaller intensity difference. The second term gives more penalties to saturated pixels under the assumption that most depth values are error-prone for saturated regions. Meanwhile, the smoothness cost V pq ð·; ·Þ is defined by E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 1 1 ; 6 3 ; 7 0 8 V pq ðf p ; f q Þ ¼ μ · minðjf p − f q j; V max Þ;
where we set as μ ¼ 4.0 and V max ¼ 3. The total energy in Eq. (8) is minimized using the QPBO-mincut algorithm. 7 On the other hand, for the k − 1'th view as a neighbor, we similarly perform fusion move by warping k − 1'th view to current k'th view as we described above for the k þ 1'th view as a neighbor. Finally, we select a fused depth map with minimum energy computed from Eq. (8) 
High-dynamic Range Images Generation Using
Fused Depth Maps Using the correspondence from the enhanced depth maps, we can generate HDR images by fusing different exposure multiview images. For this purpose, we need to compute radiance value for each pixel by estimating the inverse camera response function cð·Þ, which relates the intensity values and radiance values. 2 So, we randomly sample corresponding 55 points for each viewpoint, then we estimate cð·Þ using the conventional method. 2 Then, our log-radiance value ln E k for k'th viewpoint is defined as a normalized weighted sum of log-radiance values using corresponding pixels as E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 1 2 ; 3 2 6 ; 6 0 6 ln E k ðpÞ ¼ where S k is a set of indexes of neighboring viewpoints around k'th view that is defined by S k ¼ fk − ð2n þ 1Þ; : : : ; k − 1; k; k þ 1; : : : ; k þ ð2n þ 1Þg, and in this work we set as n ¼ 1, and Δt represents exposure time. The weighting function w 0 k ð·Þ is defined by E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 1 3 ; 6 3 ; 7 1 9 w where wð·Þ is defined in Eq. (10), and O s→k ð·Þ ∈ f0; 1g is a binary map that is computed by warping f þ s from s'th viewpoint into k'th viewpoint, and assigning "1" to visiting pixels and "0" to nonvisiting pixels. Figure 6 (b) exemplifies the result after tone-mapping using the radiance value obtained from Eq. (12) for the input image in Fig. 6(a) . Although we enhanced the accuracy of the depth map using our fusion move algorithm, there could still be inaccurate correspondences, which could lead to ghost artifacts especially for object boundary regions. From the magnified views in Fig. 6(b) , we can easily see those artifacts.
In order to remedy this problem due to inaccurate depth values, we adopt the joint bilateral filtering 43, 44 for the radiance value in Eq. (12) . Hence, the filtered log-radiance value is defined by E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 1 4 ; 3 2 6 ; 7 5 where WðpÞ is a window region centered by a pixel p, and gð·Þ is a Gaussian function that is defined in Eq. (6). In Eq. (14), we set σ d ¼ 10, σ r ¼ 7, and radius value r of WðpÞ is set as r ¼ 3σ d . Figure 6(c) shows the tone-mapped result using the radiance value in Eq. (14) . Note that compared to the result in Fig. 6(b) , this filtering-based method reduces the artifacts that occur due to inaccurate correspondence. However, the problem of using Eq. (14) is that it tends to be overly smoothed due to filtering property as shown in the magnified views in Fig. 6(c) . Hence, to preserve the image detail, we apply a detail recovery algorithm. To compute detail layer I d similar to Ref. 43 , we compute the following ratio for each pixel p:
E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 1 5 ; 3 2 6 ; 5 4 9 where ε is a small number, which is set as ε ¼ 5.0, and the base image I b ðpÞ is defined by E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 1 6 ; 6 3 ; 3 3 2 I b ðpÞ ¼ 
where the standard deviations σ d and σ r corresponding to g d ð·Þ and g r ð·Þ, respectively, are the same as in Eq. (14) . To preserve the details of different exposure images from different viewpoints, our detail layer is defined by E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 1 7 ; 6 3 ; 2 3 2
The final HDR image value I f k ðpÞ is computed using Eqs. (14) and (17) as E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 1 8 ; 6 3 ; 1 6 
where Mð·Þ represents a tone mapping function that visualizes the radiance values. For the tone-mapping function, we averaged the results of both gradient-based 45 and photographic 46 tone-mapping methods.
Figure 6(d) shows the result using Eq. (18) . Note that the result in Fig. 6(d) is artifact-free and sharper, especially for boundary regions compared to those of Figs. 6(b) and 6(c).
Experimental Results
In this section, we show results of our method for various Middlebury datasets 21 that have ground truth depth maps and for datasets of various outdoor scenes. For Middlebury datasets, we use four datasets, such as Art, Dolls, Moebius, and Books, 21 that provide seven-viewpoint sequences. For each viewpoint, the datasets provide three different exposure settings, such as "Exp0," "Exp1," and "Exp2." For our experiments, we selected "Exp0" as the short exposure and "Exp2" as the long exposure. Then, we alternate the short and long exposure as functions of viewpoint changes. For outdoor scenes, such as Garden and Playground datasets, the images were taken by Canon IXUS 870 IS. Similar to the Middlebury image sequences, we alternate the short and long exposure as functions of viewpoint changes. The short and long exposures were taken with exposure time settings of 1/ 1000 and 1∕640 s, respectively.
To evaluate our method, we performed various experiments. First, we investigated the effect of depth fusion by comparing the final depth maps with the initial depth maps. Then, we compared the performance of ours and the robust stereo method 47 for depth map computation. In addition, we compared the patch-based synthesis method 29 for HDR images generation with ours. Similar to Refs. 25 and 26, we compared our method with different depth fusion methods. Finally, time cost of our method is analyzed and compared with other methods.
Effect of Depth Fusion
To investigate the effect of the depth fusion, we compared the final depth maps obtained by solving Eq. (8) with the initial ones obtained by solving Eq. (1). Figures 7-9 show comparison results for the input sequences. Note that each input image includes saturated regions, such as too dark or too bright regions, and those regions are different between two exposures due to the property of camera response function. Although the initial depth maps are error-prone to the saturated regions, the final depth maps are more accurate for those regions. In addition, the generated HDR images from our method show good details for those saturated regions. Figure 10 shows the quantitative evaluation results of depth maps for those Middlebury datasets. In Fig. 10 , the final depth map result is denoted as "final," whereas the initial depth map is represented as "initial." As expected, our final results show quite stable depth maps, whereas the performance of the initial depth maps relies on the well-exposedness of the input images.
Comparison of Robust Stereo Matching Method
and Ours Robust stereo matching method called JDMC 47 is recently presented. This method proposed by Heo et al. 47 is robust to camera exposure changes between input images. Thus, we compare our method with Ref. 47 as shown in Fig. 11 . For Ref. 47 , we used the neighbor view images of the short exposure ("Exp0") to find correspondence for the view 2 of the long exposure ("Exp2"). Although Ref. 47 is robust to different exposures to some degrees, it still has errors around saturated regions where there are few reliable pixels to match. Figure 12 shows the quantitative comparisons for results in Fig. 11 . Note that our method produces more accurate results for saturated regions where Ref. 47 fails to find accurate correspondences.
Comparison of Patch-Based High-Dynamic
Range Method and Ours Recently, a patch-based HDR method is proposed by Kalantari et al. 29 This method generates a plausible HDR video from alternating exposure video by combining the advantages of optical flow and patch-based synthesis. Here, we present comparisons between the results of our method and those of Ref. 29 . Figures 13-15 show the comparison results. Note that although Ref. 29 is robust to errors of the optical flow between images thanks to using patch-based synthesis, it still produces artifacts around saturated regions due to inaccurate texture synthesis for the input images taken from different viewpoints. In contrast, our method generates less artifacts and sharper results.
Comparison of Different Depth Fusion Methods
and Ours Our method is compared with different depth fusion methods. As shown in Table 1 , we computed the average depth error of four Middlebury datasets including Art, Dolls, Moebius, and Books for each method. In Table 1 , "initial (view 2)" and "initial (view 3)" represent the average error of the initial depth maps of our method for viewpoints 2 and 3, respectively. The depth fusion for each method is performed using the initial depth map of the viewpoint 3 and the warped one from the viewpoint 2 to the viewpoint 3. The "simple average" method takes the average value for two input depth values, whereas the "weighted average" is performed by taking into account how well the pixels are exposed using the following equation as d fusion ¼ value, the current depth value, and the warped depth value, respectively. Figure 16 exemplifies comparative results for the input depth maps in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). Although the weighted average method generates better results than those of the simple average method, it still suffers from the artifacts for the saturated regions. In contrast, our method estimates the optimal depth maps that have smaller errors than others due to our MRF-based fusion move optimization.
Analysis and Comparison of Time Cost
We compared the time cost per frame of our method with those of other methods as shown in Table 2 . For this experiment, we used a PC with i7-4770 CPU at 3.4 GHz for the Middlebury dataset with size of 463 × 370. Our total time indicates the time taken to perform the whole process of our method including the initial depth map estimation in Eq. (1), the depth map fusion in Eq. (8) , and the HDR images generation in Eq. (18) . Although the time cost of our method is higher than those of others, our method generates both depth maps and HDR images. In contrast, other methods generate only one of them. Most time of our method is consumed for computing the initial depth map in Eq. (1). Thus, faster methods for computing the initial depth map could be adopted in our method to speed up. In addition, the initial depth map estimation and depth map fusion processes could be combined in a single framework in future work.
Discussion
One of the limitations of our method is that it assumes the scene is stationary. In future work, our formulation can be modified to deal with object movement. Also, the blurring problem caused by movement of the camera during capturing long exposure is one of the problems that we do not deal with. Similar to the method proposed by Schedl et al., 26 our formulation can be modified to estimate the PSF of the cameras so that the motion blur of HDR images can be reduced. Another limitation of our method is that it cannot reduce the depth error for regions where both short-and long-exposure images have erroneous results. In future work, this problem can be solved by using an extended framework that alternates more than two exposures as functions of viewpoints. On the other hand, instead of a smoothing and sharpening approach for HDR image generation in our framework, more sophisticated approaches could be adopted as the method proposed by Aydin et al. 48 and the method proposed by Eilertsen et al. 49 to produce more consistent HDR images. In addition, it is one of the hard problems to determine optimal exposure times to generate HDR images. To this end, we can adopt automatic metering algorithms, such as the method proposed by Gelfand et al. 50 and the method proposed by Lapray et al., 38 where both of them use the histograms of input images to determine optimal exposure times that have minimum saturated pixels. To find the optimal exposure time for each frame, we can also adopt the metering algorithm proposed by Gryaditskaya et al., 51 which determines the optimal exposure time based on the analysis of both scene motion and dynamic range to reduce ghosting artifacts in the resultant HDR video.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed an efficient method to generate HDR images as well as corresponding accurate depth maps from alternating exposure multiview images. To cope with the error of depth maps for saturated input image regions, we adopt the fusion move algorithm fusing the current and warped depth maps. For generating HDR images, we use joint bilateral filtering with a detail-transfer method. Experimental results show that our method produces both consistent HDR images and accurate depth maps. 
